Aquativervasive Species (AIS) Laws and Requirements:

Before leaving the water access or shoreline property, you must:

1. Clean off AIS, aquatic plants and animals
2. Drain all water in drainboards, livewells, baitwells, motor and ballast tanks
3. Dry and leave it out

Get into the habit of taking these simple steps, and it will become second nature to save Lake Superior.

Cleaning water related equipment is just as important as getting the AIS off your boat. While you’re cleaning your boat, please remember to also:

- Clean anchors, ropes, fishing tackle, and other objects that were in the water.
- Clean fishing nets, tires, paint, and other objects that were in the water.
- Pull water out of canoes, kayaks, and other equipment before leaving the shore.
- These are YOUR waters and it is YOUR responsibility to inspect, drain, and dry your boat!

AIS Boat Laws:

- It is illegal to transport lake and river water. To save your bait (minnows or leeches), the DNR recommends bringing bottled or tap water from home and keeping it in your vehicle rather than bringing ice.
- Keep your water in the car or another suitable container.

Ways the Watercraft Inspectors can help you:

- Inspectors can help pull weeds off boats or other such tasks. They also have grabbing tools for plants.
- Inspectors can also help you pull weeds off your boat.
- You can make a difference by joining the DNR Adopt-a-River Program.

Fish Species: C — Crappie, LB — Largemouth Bass, LT — Lake Trout, N — Northern Pike, S — Sunfish, ST — Stream Trout, W — Walleye, N/A — Not Available
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Fishing lakes and rivers is a year-round activity. The regulations are available through the DNR License Bureau, most County Auditors and many stores that sell fishing related goods. (Please note: all regulations apply to all waters in Minnesota)

Selective Harvest Fishing: Improved technology and increased fishing have caused the quality of fishing to decline in many waters. Practicing "Selective Harvest" is an angler-friendly approach that is a voluntary way of reining in the effects of overfishing. Since its inception, selective harvest has been adopted in over 1300 lakes and rivers across Minnesota. This approach includes:

- Use barbless hooks
- Play the fish quickly and handle the fish carefully
- Never hold the fish by the gills
- Use a small net or place the hook where the fish does not see it
- Keep the fish in the water

Sustainable Natural Environments

Practice Sustainable Water Recreation:

- Swimming with natural resources.
- Use babysit hooks
- Play the fish quickly and handle the fish carefully
- Never hold the fish by the gills
- Use a small net or place the hook where the fish does not see it
- Keep the fish in the water
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